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F E AT U R E S

 › Optimized for maintenance using  

brush and roller

 › Easy open’ lid

 › Lower VOC

 › Less waste

 › Easy  stirring and mixing

 › Pre-dosed in correct mixing ratio

 › Mix directly in pail

 › Both pails can be used 

 › Builds higher DFT by applying with  

brush and roller

 › Avaiable in several topcoats and  

Rapid Tint System (all colours)

 › Optimized to withstand rough surfaces

 › NORSOK M-501 pre-qualified system

 › Unaltered drying and curing times

CARBO - KIT

 
First class paint kit well-suited 
for repair and maintenance 
jobs, specially designed for 
manual application.
 

KIT DETAILS:  CARBO-KIT is a repair and maintenance kit 

specifically designed for manual application with paint brush and 

paint roller where optimal pre-treatment and painting using high 

pressure is complicated or impossible to achieve.

 

The combination of CARBO-KIT’s innovative usability, easy use 

and functionality makes the product kit unique and manages 

demanding conditions, substrates and environments.

CARBO-KIT is developed and customized for customers as a 

qualitative, efficient and cost-effective solution.



OPERATION EFFECTIVE: COST-EFFECTIVE: METHOD:

Easier execution and handeling Reduced requirements for pretreatment User friendly package and amount

Adjusted amount for use Fewer number of coats Specially developed for appling with brush and 
roller

Achieve specified DFT in one coat Both pails can be used  Improved quality by manual application

No induction time (Mix’n Go) Less waste Usable with most types of brush and roller

Reason to Use CARBO - KIT:
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CARBO - KIT 

Carboline Norge AS
Husebysletta 7-9
3412 LIERSTRANDA
Norway 
Phone:  + 47 32 85 73 00
E-mail: carboline.norge@carboline.com
www.carboline.no

   * “Alt. 1 is compatible  with TR0042”  

         “CARBO-KIT Carbozinc 858 can be replaced with  CARBO-KIT Carbomastic 18 FC if shorter lifetime is required.”          

        “ CARBO-KIT Carbozinc 858 is delivered in  1.75 litres, while the remaining CARBO-KIT products are delivered in 

       3 litres.”

What  CARBO - KIT consists of :


